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Some figures
 Accelerator (ORACLE DB):

 HDB: 14343 attributes
 TDB: 8473 attributes
 SNAP: 22 contexts of 180 attributes, 17252 snapshots

 Became critical for Accelerator operation

  Beamlines:
 HDB (ORACLE): 10 up to 450 attributes / beamline, 

used on all beamlines
 SNAP (MYSQL): 

 Seldom use on most lines
 Became critical for PX1/PX2



The Soleil DataBase Administrator diagnose application



Database size (Accelerator HDB)
From 2005 until today
Today is 3.6TB 
~ 60  80GB / per month
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Beamlines Running devices

5 HDBArchiver 
devices 

per beamline



Last Evolutions
 Use Comete Chart V2 in Mambo and Bensikin

Warning: too many points in views. Sampling used



Last Evolutions

 Mambo and MamboWeb now use the same versions of 
all libraries.

 Strong optimizations in performances
 Less risks of freezes in Mambo
 Less OutOfMemoryErrors
 Users from the Accelerator now think Mambo really is 

usable with their data volume 



Reminder on MamboWEB architecture

The applications reach TANGO 
via Internet thanks to 3 jars: 

-WebTangORB : Module to get data

-WebLauncher : starts application on 
client side

-TangORBServer : Tango Web Server.

-PROS
-No modification are to be done on 
the application side to make it 
available through the WEB

-CONS
-Rely on the availability of a JVM 
on the client side 

TANGO WEB 

WebTangORB.jar

COMETE API

TangORB.jar

MachineStatusWEB.jar MamboWEB.jar

TangORBServer.war

Server

Client

WebLauncher.jar



Side Developments
Archiving plugin for CommonDataModelAccess (CDMA)

Archiving
Plugin



Tango API

DataBrowser

Comete Graphical library 

CDMA  API

Nexus Plugin Archiving Plugin

Side Developments
 Now we can view 3 different data sources (Tango, 

NeXus and HDB) in the DataBrowser application



Side Developments
 Archiving plugin for CDMA used by DataBrowser



Upcoming developments
 Watcher enhancements
 Even more performances optimization for data 

visualization
 Mambo enhancements:

 New data visualization modes
 Bensikin enhancements

 Optimized Snap comparison with current Tango 
device state

 Automation of equipment reconfiguration after a 
power outage thanks to Snaphots and HDB data 



Conclusion
 SOLEIL contact

 raphael.girardot@synchrotron-soleil.fr

 Reminder : Last Archiving packages are available on 
SOLEIL external MAVEN repository: 

http://www-controle.synchrotron-soleil.fr:8001/maven2/soleil/fr/soleil/p
ackaging/ArchivingRoot/
(last release = 13.3.2)

 Soon on Tango pink site

Features requests or bug tracking 
 Please use the SourceForge tracker

 Questions ?
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